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Day 2

Peer editing 
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GOAL FOR TODAY

•Now that you have a revised your 

own draft, it is time to get a second 

(and third) set of eyes on it. 

• First, save a new copy of your essay and title it “Peer 

editing” – this way any comments made by your peers 

are on a separate document from your original. 

• Remember: your final draft is due tomorrow, 

December 13 at the end of class! No exceptions! 
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HOW PEER EDITING WORKS 

•Trade seats with your partner

•Use the “Review” comment tabs and 

highlighting to leave comments for your partner 

•Use the following notes to leave 

revision advice for your partner

•You need to have at least 2 people

edit your paper
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HIGHLIGHTED ITEMS = SOMETHING IS 
INCORRECT

Highlight the following:

• Punctuation errors

• Capitalization errors

• Misspelled words 

• They’re/there/their errors

• 1st/2nd pronouns used outside of cited evidence

Remember, the writer should have removed these errors 

themselves yesterday; you are merely reminding them that they 

have failed to do so. 
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LEAVE A COMMENT ON CONTEXT

• Is their context clear? 

• If you can’t understand where in the book 

the quote is coming from, it’s probably not 

clear; let them know!

• Is their context accurate? 

• Did they confuse two characters? Did they misidentify a 

character’s motivations? Let them know! 

Remember, you are responsible for your own 

understanding of the novel, but be a good editor and point 

out if changes need to be made. 
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LEAVE A COMMENT ON ANALYSIS

•Did they specifically state the 

device? If not, mark this! 

• Is the device accurate? If not, leave a comment. 

• Is the connection to their theme clear and specific? Let 

them know! 

•Did they say “This shows that”? Highlight it so they know 

to change it and make it more specific.

You should have made sure this was done yesterday; now 

you will see if it makes sense to a reader. 
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POST PEER EDITING

•Carefully read through your peer editors’ 

notes, and apply the necessary corrections. 
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SO, YOU THINK 
YOU’RE DONE? 
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TRANSITION VERBS
Look through your essay, and consider adding/revising your transition words to help your essay flow 

from one point to the next more clearly and smoothly. 

• The transition words like also, in addition, and, likewise, add information, reinforce ideas, 

and express agreement with preceding material.

• You can also try: furthermore, moreover, correspondingly, similarly

• Transition phrases like but, rather and or, express that there is evidence to the contrary or point 

out alternatives, and thus introduce a change the line of reasoning (contrast).

• You can also try: however, conversely, whereas

• Words like “Nevertheless” and “nonetheless” serve to emphasize that despite one thing, something else 

is still the case. For example: The student thought they were done writing; nevertheless, they still 

proofread one more time. 

• These transition words and phrases conclude, summarize and / or restate ideas, or indicate a 

final general statement. Also some words (like therefore) from the Effect / 

Consequence category can be used to summarize.



ANALYTICAL VERBS

•Do you find yourself saying “shows” all the time? 

Consider using a different analytical verb. Consult 

your analytical verb sheet, or the following verbs as 

well. 

• Instead of shows: illustrates, depicts, portrays, 

demonstrates, exemplifies, etc. 

• Instead of conveys: reveals, discloses, expresses,  

illustrates



AM I DONE NOW???

• MAYBE! 

• Let your essay sit overnight, and read it through (out loud!) one more 

time tomorrow. 

• This will help you to catch any other errors, and will give you fresh 

insight onto things you can do to further improve your essay

• You can also come in after school if you would like me to give you 

feedback on a specific part of your essay as well. 

Remember! Your essay is due at the end of class tomorrow! No 

exceptions! 
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